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How do we know what we know?  

Supplementary notes to my ResearchEd Tech talk 

4 ways to defend yourself from poorly reported research 
 Read the research report itself. 

 If you don't have time, or it's behind a pay wall, read the Executive summary. 

 If you don't have time for that, read the original press release. 

 Read some good "filters". Here are some suggestions. 

4 good educational research filters 
 My ezine Digital Education. I always read the original research and then spend time 

thinking about its ramifications, rather than just trying to be first with the news. 

 Best Evidence in Brief. Summaries of educational research, every two weeks. Only 

occasionally features ed tech research. 

 DERN. This is an Australian subscription website. However, each week a summary of 

two research reports are made available free of charge. 

4 ways to be proactive if you're in charge of Computing in a school 
 Don't be put on the defensive! Keep telling the powers that-be how computers are 

supporting attainment in your school. 

 Know the research. Know how to respond to people who cite the research as a reason to 

stop further funding. 

 When the research comes out, consider creating a short bullet point list of its main 

findings – and make sure any caveats are included. Have this ready to give to your 

Headteacher if necessary. 

 Create such a buzz that nobody in the school would imagine the (negative) research is 

valid. (This is a long-term strategy.) 

4 suggestions for good reading for further exploration 
 Assessing the evidence for edtech Crispin Weston 

 Tech doesn't improve student results - study" - why news reports like this are 

damaging (and missing the point) Claire Amos 

 Education Technology or Technology Education? Can computers make an impact in 

schools? Oliver Quinlan 

 My ezine, Digital Education, has thousands of subscribers who are interested in 

education technology. Click here to sign up. You can find out more, and also look in the 
archives, here. 

My books 
I'm working on a couple of books at the moment, in the area of educational ICT and 

Computing. If you enjoyed my talk and would like to be kept informed of when these books 

are published, sign up for my books bulletin, here. Please note: if you sign up for Digital 

Education, you'll be given an option to receive my books bulletin too. (Existing subscribers can 
change their settings by clicking the link at the bottom of the newsletter.) 

About me 
I started teaching in 1975. These days I give talks, run training courses (especially in 

assessing Computing) and write. I also publish the ICT & Computing in Education website, 
and the Digital Education ezine. 
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